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Meridian Air Charter’s trip to tropical Brazil is this
issue’s Mile Marker. Located in Eastern South America
bordering the Atlantic Ocean, Brazil is by far the largest
and most populous country in South America. Meridian
Air Charter touched ground in three amazing Brazilian
cities along this Mile Marker trip.
The bustling river port city of Manaus is located 900
miles inland from the Atlantic coastline in the heart of
the Amazon rain forest. Principle exports from this inland
port include rubber and Brazil nuts
Salvador, the 3rd largest city in Brazil, is situated on a
peninsula between the Atlantic Ocean and All Saints Bay.
The African influence is very pronounced in this city’s
music, cuisine, religion, and art. The Bahian people are
very warm and welcoming, giving the city a small town
feeling. In 1984 Salvador became sister city to Los Angeles.
Rio de Janeiro, the capital of Brazil, is truly one of the
world’s unique cities. Brazil’s majestic mountains and
breathtaking beaches make tourism one of Rio’s main
industries. The inhabitants called Cariocas thrive on their
passion for life, soccer, beaches, samba and carnival.
Pictured here is a beautiful view approaching the Rio De
Janeiro International Airport.
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• Edward Collaza • George Cassandra • Bryan Lazewski • Maureen Maloney
• Edwad T. Odondo • Lisa-Marie Person • Jeffery A. Prescott • Anthony M. Urena
• Samir Varela • Howard Abdul • Geraldina Amaya • Estrella Reynoso • Elaine Krause
• Mark McCort • Bryant Dunn • Jefferey Calacbrese • Mike Ianuale • Paul Midianga
• Rodney Byrd • Allison Hibbert • Karol Kulesza • Prince Thompson

Happy Anniversary to the following employees:
1 Year Anniversary
• Guttorm Baadsvick • Pedro Cardona
• Idelfonso Gutierrez • Victor Gutierrez
• Jonathan Kindler • Victor Lopez
• Leon Pittman Jr. • Edgar Rivera
• Jennifer Savitch • Emmanuel Serrano
• Marian Sims • Nickolas Snook
• William R. Brito • Christian Martinez
• Christian Escobar

5 Year Anniversary
• Tim Burke
• Oscar DeRojas
• Art Disabunjong
• Deborah Ellmore
• Williams Herrarte
10 Year Anniversary
• Mark Muller
20 Year Anniversary
• Dennis O’Connell

Meridian Teterboro rewards its clients with
first-class amenities and receives a round of
applause. The new 30,000 square foot facility
enables clients to wait in comfort with modern
conveniences at their fingertips.
The new Meridian Teterboro facility
provides refreshing showers and relaxing
snooze rooms. All are invited to enjoy
complementary newspapers and fresh coffee
while watching one of the many flat screen
televisions. Visitors work off fatigue in the
gym or it’s business as usual for those who
wish to meet in a conference room or access
the internet in the business center. Pilots often
use the flight planning room, equipped with
2 WSI weather machines. Pilot and passenger
lounges give Meridian’s guests a chance to
kickback while they wait for a flight.
Pilot Don Brown with Falwell, recently in
the area for 2 days, gave the new Meridian
Teterboro FBO a “10+ on everything.” He
raved about each aspect saying, “I can’t tell
you how happy we are with the place.” Don
used the Meridian gym and theater, “They’ve
really outdone themselves…absolutely out of
this world!” He pointed out that the facility
compliments the ever outstanding staff. “The
personnel are, of course, the best of the best.”
Janette Hege, Chief pilot with Renfro
Corporation declared, “What a nice, relaxing,
and comfortable place to spend the day in the
life of a corporate pilot.” She added, “In one
word- FANTASTIC!” Her opinion is an
educated one; Jeanette has been back 4 times
since Meridian Teterboro’s January 2006
opening. “I have utilized your work spaces,
workout facility, women’s locker room, theater
and quiet (snooze) rooms. We are much more
comfortable spending our day at your facility.
Thank you for providing such a detailed and
well thought-out facility for our flight crew
and passengers. We could not be more pleased
with the new facility and the service we
always receive.”
Enhancing a valued client’s stay is one of
Meridian Teterboro’s heartfelt ways of
expressing appreciation and gratitude to a
loyal crew member or passenger.
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We are on the Web!
www.meridianaircharter.com
www.nycjets.com
www.meridianteb.com

FROM THE CEO
We are proud to officially
announce the opening of our
30,000 square foot terminal
and office complex this
past January. Our warm,
welcoming staff and state
of the art facility have
received the highest praise
from pilots and passengers
arriving at Teterboro. The
construction of the 40,000
square foot hangar and
maintenance shop is
underway and scheduled for
Ken Forester, CEO of the Meridian Companies at Teterboro
completion in October.
Equally monumental is the unification of all the company’s operations under the
Meridian Brand, the final step in implementing our evolution to a full-service provider
of aviation services at Teterboro. As of June 1st, the company changed its overall
name and that of its FBO to Meridian Teterboro and the aircraft maintenance division
changed its name from Million Air Maintenance to Meridian Jet Center. We have had
a truly great experience and share some of the most memorable moments of our
history with Million Air. We continue to hold our former Million Air partners in the
highest regard and look forward to working with them in the future.
Our new logo, depicting a jet plane circling the globe is designed to symbolize the
company’s “full-circle” of business aviation capabilities as well as the unparalleled
personal experience with which Meridian seeks to surround each and every customer.
Given our reshaping and the broader role we aspire to at Teterboro and beyond, we
believe that the unified Meridian brand allows us to better market our integrated
array of FBO services, maintenance, aircraft management, and charter.
While the name and logo are new, our ownership, management, and service teams
remain unchanged. The smiles, service and the welcoming attentiveness are the
same our customers have come to expect.
Hope you enjoy the newsletter.

MERIDIAN
FACILITY
UPDATE
Our new, magnificent,
facility is thriving with the
buzz of happy visitors since
its grand opening in January.
Simultaneously, phase two is
underway with the
construction of our 40,000
square foot hangar.
Meridian’s hangar is right on
schedule for an October
opening!

MERIDIAN AIR CHARTER ADDS TETERBORO BASED CITATION EXCEL

HOME THEATRE BY CRESTRON

Crew members and
passengers can now
comfortably pass the time
(and the popcorn) in Meridian
Teterboro’s state of the art home
theater. The unique viewing room offers
theater appeal with its 120” movie screen
and the comfort of a living room with its soft
leather recliners. Home theater manufacturer and
Meridian Teterboro client Crestron Electronics, is a leader
in advanced control and automation systems. Meridian’s
relationship with Crestron owner George Feldstein began in 2003

with “Crestair” using Meridian Teterboro’s facility for their Citation Jet
and continued after their upgrade to a Hawker.
Gabriel Karlis, President of JD Audio & Video Design Inc said
of his experience installing the theater, “Steve Chandoha and
the Meridian team were an absolute pleasure to work with.
Their vision of providing both pilot and passenger with a
comfortable place to relax in between flights was realized in a
contemporary state of the art theater. Here, the audience
member can choose from a multitude of movie titles with a
touch of a button from the Crestron 12" color touch panel. The
Meridian Team has made the waiting a pleasure again!” The
feedback is unanimous; all give this “feature” 2 thumbs up.

FAA presents Diamond and AMT Awards to MERIDIAN!

MERIDIAN JET CENTER
FOURSOME UPDATE:

On March 17, 2006, Meridian Jet Center
and Meridian Air Charter were presented
with the Diamond award by the FAA. This
is the 6th year in a row that both companies
received the award. The Diamond award is
presented to companies that train at least
50% of their mechanics. In addition to the
companies receiving the awards, ten
m e c h a n i c s re c e i v e d T h e Av i a t i o n
Maintenance Technician Awards (AMT). The
awards are issued based on the amount of
training received in one calendar year. The
AMT awards program has five levels, or
phases, of recognition starting with the
Bronze award through the Diamond Award.
Ali Isahany, Marcus Witkowski and Charles
Jackson from the Federal Aviation
Administration presented the awards. Lou
Ramm was awarded the Bronze award. Gold

awards were presented to Brian Fee, Robert
Santangelo, Mark Muller, and Randall Arrigo.
Ruby awards were presented to Barney
Lowery, Per Karlsson, Thomas Steves, Donald
Paynton, and Jeffrey Prescott.
Dennis O’Connell, President of Meridian
Air Charter noted, “We have recognized for
many years the value of training our
technicians. It greatly enhances safety in all
areas of our operation, improves maintenance
efficiencies, reduces aircraft downtime,
prevents costly mistakes, and improves
overall customer satisfaction. Quality training
along with experience is a winning
combination. We thank the FAA for their
continued efforts in supporting the Aviation
Technician Awards Program and our
mechanics for taking the time and dedicating
their efforts to improving their skills.”

On September 20, 2006 Meridian
Teterboro will again be a sponsor of
the Professional Aircraft Maintenance
Association (PAMA) golf outing at the
Crystal Springs Golf Club in Vernon, NJ.
Meridian’s Joe Langschultz, Brian
Fee, Rob Santangelo, and John
Langschltz will be back to give their
all at the event. The Foursome is taking
advantage of the new Meridian Gym
to make sure they are “up to par” for
the outing.

Meridian Air Charter is proud to announce the
addition of a 2002 Citation Excel to their fleet of
charter aircraft. As a passenger, inside the Citation
Excel, your senses will insist you’re in an aircraft
that costs much
more as one can
move up and down
the entire cabin
length with plenty
of headroom. The
interior colors are
handsome light tan
and beige accented
by deep figured mahogany laminate wood.
There’s a comfortable lavatory with sink, refreshment center and center-club seating to accommodate nine passengers. Conduct your business
with two 110 volt outlets, a Satellite phone with
fax adata capability, or simply sit back on our
plush leather seats and enjoy monitoring your
flight with Airshow® 4000. You may prefer to be

PLANE FOLKS
Steve Chandoha
Our feature employee started his career
with Meridian in 1988 after earning his
MBA from Embry Riddle Aeronautical
University. Steve Chandoha, Meridian
Teterboro’s President, has been interested
in aviation since early childhood. He
started as the flight school manager and
progressed to General Manager,
Vice President and currently President of
Meridian Teterboro. Steve describes his
18 years with the company as flashing by
and attributes it to the “great people with
whom he works.” With much reverence,
he describes Ken Forester, CEO Meridian
Aircraft Charter and Meridian Teterboro,
“Ken’s dedication and the support he
lends his people are second to none- his
driven vision is contagious.” Steve has
proven to be a critical component of this
vision with his involvement in the building
of the Meridian Teterboro facility.
In addition to his main role as FBO
president, Steve was catapulted into
coordinating the day to day demands of
the project. “At times I felt like a juggling
act at the circus” said Steve referring to
handling interior designers to
subcontractors, the Port Authority to the
Airport Authority, company departments
and employee needs and so on.
Nevertheless, Steve embraced the
challenge, “The construction project has
been an interesting journey and quite the
learning experience…I never dreamed I’d
be involved in something like this.” But
those who know Steve are not surprised
with his success in carrying out this vital task.
Vice President, Betsy Wines, has worked
with Steve since the flight school days
and says she couldn’t ask for a better
boss. She speaks highly of his outstanding

entertained by the on board DVD system with
bulkhead or individual seat monitors & headsets.
Director of Charter sales, Andrew Ladouceur
states “the Citation Excel embodies everything
that has made
Citation the
world's favorite
line of business
jets. And it does
so with a cabin
rivaling far
costlier midsize
business jets”.
With features such as the Large 80 cubic foot
external baggage compartment, the Excel has
become such a smart choice, and makes it the
right aircraft for so many confident travelers.
For more information on this or any other Jet
in Meridian’s fleet, visit www.nycjets.com, or call
one of our travel professionals, 24 hours a day, at
800-882-2333

work ethic and character, “He is a
thoughtful person who is concerned about
the people who work for him and the
success of the company”. According to
Betsy, “Steve is never afraid to pitch in
on every level such as handling bags or
running out to purchase more newspapers
for clients.”

To date, the most challenging was
executing the actual day of the move into
the 30,000 square foot terminal in January,
2006. Although the enormity of the job
added a few grey hairs, Steve is proud to
say, “It was great to see all the employees
doing what they do best -working together,
and lending each other a hand.”
He is focused on the big picture positives:
“…to give our customers a facility along with
the amenities they need and deserve to help
them do their jobs. They have been extremely
patient and loyal over the years waiting for
this to happen.” He adds, “Our employees
now have a platform from which they can
shine… this facility is integral in that concept”.
Steve continues to forge ahead with the
present construction of the state-of –the
art 40,000 square foot hanger to be
complete in October, 2006.

PROFESSIONAL, AIRCRAFT
DETAIL SERVICING TEAM
Paying attention to detail is a full time job for
the trained, certified personnel who make up
Meridian Jet Center’s professional detail servicing
team. Supervisor Anthony Bolognini and his staff
bring 10+ years experience and dedication to
perfecting the look of an aircraft. The team
routinely maintains the Meridian Air Charter fleet
and offers its services to all customers as well.
Meridian Jet Center launched the detail servicing
division five years ago and continues to diligently
maintain its aircrafts with pride.
The team offers an array of services second to
none: Full Interior includes disinfecting and
cleaning the cockpit, galley, lavatory and cabin.
Full Exterior involves hand washing the entire
plane to perfection. Full Exterior Bright Work uses
a special aviation product called Xzilon™ that
provides up to three months protection on metal
and painted surfaces. Quick Turn Detail Cleaning
concentrates on cleaning the leading edges. All
chartered aircraft will get at the minimum, a quick
turn detail cleaning.
As Supervisor, Anthony works closely with
charter coordinators and pays close attention to
flight scheduling to anticipate the aircraft arrivals
and their approaching needs. “Everyone knows
the job they have to do and the team keeps it
rolling,” says Anthony who determines and
delegates the services to be rendered. The crew
goes to work with precision when an aircraft pulls
in. The crew will expedite a Quick Turn Detail
Cleaning within a short period of time to best
service a client. On the other hand, a Full Interior
and Exterior Detailing can be a full day’s work.
Michael Henriquez Jr. CEO of Los Angeles based
PrimeJet LLC has depended on Meridian's detail
services on several occasions." I am always confident
that the Meridian Crew will produce the quality
results that our team demands. A detail done by
Meridian is a detail done right..."claims Henriquez.
Meridian’s dedicated detailing crew take their
job seriously. Regular detailing and cleaning are
crucial to maximizing aesthetic appeal and peak
performance of an aircraft. Build up of residue for
instance, can cause parasitic drag which can
decrease fuel efficiency. For over 5 years, Anthony
has researched various products to find the best
performers and his standards are set high. The
team has received hands-on training with product
manufactures as well as leather refurbishing and
carpet cleaning experts to master the best techniques.
The detailing crew guarantees their work with
confidence. “We want the customers to see a
presentable, impressive plane that shines and we
don’t miss a crumb or a fingerprint on your
interior,” says Anthony.
When asked what sets Meridian’s professional
aircraft detailing service apart from the rest?
Without hesitation Anthony proclaims, “The
quality detailing we provide is above and beyond.”
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educated one; Jeanette has been back 4 times
since Meridian Teterboro’s January 2006
opening. “I have utilized your work spaces,
workout facility, women’s locker room, theater
and quiet (snooze) rooms. We are much more
comfortable spending our day at your facility.
Thank you for providing such a detailed and
well thought-out facility for our flight crew
and passengers. We could not be more pleased
with the new facility and the service we
always receive.”
Enhancing a valued client’s stay is one of
Meridian Teterboro’s heartfelt ways of
expressing appreciation and gratitude to a
loyal crew member or passenger.

Meridian
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We are on the Web!
www.meridianaircharter.com
www.nycjets.com
www.meridianteb.com

FROM THE CEO
We are proud to officially
announce the opening of our
30,000 square foot terminal
and office complex this
past January. Our warm,
welcoming staff and state
of the art facility have
received the highest praise
from pilots and passengers
arriving at Teterboro. The
construction of the 40,000
square foot hangar and
maintenance shop is
underway and scheduled for
Ken Forester, CEO of the Meridian Companies at Teterboro
completion in October.
Equally monumental is the unification of all the company’s operations under the
Meridian Brand, the final step in implementing our evolution to a full-service provider
of aviation services at Teterboro. As of June 1st, the company changed its overall
name and that of its FBO to Meridian Teterboro and the aircraft maintenance division
changed its name from Million Air Maintenance to Meridian Jet Center. We have had
a truly great experience and share some of the most memorable moments of our
history with Million Air. We continue to hold our former Million Air partners in the
highest regard and look forward to working with them in the future.
Our new logo, depicting a jet plane circling the globe is designed to symbolize the
company’s “full-circle” of business aviation capabilities as well as the unparalleled
personal experience with which Meridian seeks to surround each and every customer.
Given our reshaping and the broader role we aspire to at Teterboro and beyond, we
believe that the unified Meridian brand allows us to better market our integrated
array of FBO services, maintenance, aircraft management, and charter.
While the name and logo are new, our ownership, management, and service teams
remain unchanged. The smiles, service and the welcoming attentiveness are the
same our customers have come to expect.
Hope you enjoy the newsletter.

MERIDIAN
FACILITY
UPDATE
Our new, magnificent,
facility is thriving with the
buzz of happy visitors since
its grand opening in January.
Simultaneously, phase two is
underway with the
construction of our 40,000
square foot hangar.
Meridian’s hangar is right on
schedule for an October
opening!

